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Glenfiddich
Nothing is straightforward in whisky. Here is a distillery which makes the biggest selling mal

It’s a light dram produced from tiny stills, when industry wisdom maintains that small equals
Only Glenfiddich and Springbank make, mature and bottle on the same site. To be the manager of

As a modern distillery manager he has to balance the need for a plant to be cost-effective, wh

’So whisky production is all to do with lowering the cost of the make.’ Unromantic? A distille
Bring three managers together in the same room and you can bet that within minutes they’ll be

We have floor malting Balvenie, we have three distilleries Kininv is also on site, one of whic
As a new boy, it also means that he relied on the experience of his staff. ’Work with people i

A lot of people here have been brought up in rhe whisky industry. Their fathers, inii It’s and

Developing his skills is, he feels, fundamental to developing the Glenfiddich tick. ’Tradition

’We didn’t give them an understanding of the process,’ he adds. ’If people are more involved a
Glenfiddich is up there to be shot at, but no matter what the rest of the trade or the critics

OK, it’s not the greatest malt in Scotland, but it has never claimed to be. In its standard is
TASTING NOTES

Glenfiddich Special Reserve
Hay-like and grassy, with some pear. A sweet start, with a touch of peanut brittle on the fini

Glenfiddich 15-year-old Solera Reserve
A mix of dried fruits and milk chocolate on the nose. Touch of fruit and some walnut/orange sh

Glenfiddich Ancient Reserve 18-year-old
A waft of cereal/bran notes and some sherry wood. A little peat smoke and mocha. The finish ha

Glenfiddich Millennium Reserve 21-year-old
Lovely nose of fresh flowers, nuts and ripe red plums. Soft and quite chocolatey to start; vel
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